As we get into the peak of summer heat, we wanted to take a moment to share some thrilling news that will ignite your post-4th of July enthusiasm. The Wellbeing Collaborative is thrilled to invite you to an extraordinary event that will shape the future of wellbeing. Get ready to mark your calendars because this September, we are hosting an awe-inspiring summit that will leave you inspired, motivated, and ready to make change across the health ecosystem in Arizona.

**FROM VISION TO REALITY**

The Future of Health Professional Wellbeing in Arizona

This September we are honored to invite you to a world-class summit designed to gather executive leaders and organizations at the forefront of creating systemic change within the health ecosystem. Join us as influential speakers and participants engage in discussions, share insights, and explore innovative strategies to drive positive impact on the wellbeing of health professionals in Arizona.

Be part of this world-class event and learn how to adopt successful approaches that will shape the future of healthcare leadership and support the thriving workforce.

**PLENARY SPEAKER**

Tait Shanafelt, MD  
Professor of Medicine and Chief Wellness Officer  
Stanford School of Medicine

"Addressing Root Causes of Burnout and Redesigning the Workplace to Promote Wellbeing"

**CEO PANEL**

Todd LaPorte, MBA  
CEO at HonorHealth

Judy Rich, R.N., MSN  
President & CEO at TMC Health

Natasha Bhuyan, MD  
VP at OneMedical

Anne Newland, MD, MPH  
CEO of North Country HealthCare (FQHC)

...DISCUSSING

- The importance of wellness initiatives in the strategic priorities of their organization
- How clinical wellness has impacted strategic and operational planning
- What impact will clinical wellness have on the future of their organization
**Breakout Sessions**

**Morning Breakout Sessions**

*(pick 1)*

**Kindness: the Leadership Strategy for Wellbeing**

Stephen Swensen, MD  
Co-Author of *Strategies to Reduce Burnout: 12 Actions to Create the Ideal Workplace*

Dr. Stephen Swensen is dedicated to the support of thoughtful leaders who aspire to nurture fulfillment of their staff. He is a recognized expert and speaker in the disciplines of leadership and burnout. His work and research show that it is possible to cultivate camaraderie, agency and coherence for high value results.

Dabney Hailey  
Founder & Principle  
Hailey Group

Dabney Hailey is the premier thought leader on the innovative application of Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) within business. She honed her craft as a museum curator before founding Hailey Group, a pioneering consultancy that cultivates innovation, leadership, and team communication through arts learning. Dabney also works within healthcare. She is co-director of the Harvard Medical School course, Training the Eye: Improving the Art of Physical Diagnosis.

**Opening Eyes and Minds: Visual Thinking Strategies for Healthcare Professionals**

**Afternoon Breakout Sessions**

*(pick 2)*

**Supporting the creation of safe spaces for open & honest dialogue and ideas.**

This breakout prioritizes best practices and frameworks that promote safe spaces for health professionals that provides them with an environment where they can engage in open and honest dialogue.

**Transforming workforce development and sustainability.**

This breakout is dedicated to transforming workforce development and sustainability within the health ecosystem, placing a strong emphasis on enhancing health professional wellbeing.

**Championing legislation awareness and policy change.**

This breakout takes a proactive stance in championing legislation awareness and policy change that directly impacts health professional wellbeing.

*Space is limited, so register and reserve your spot now!*  
*We are excited to see you at the Summit!*